
Intuitive Web-Enabled User Interface
Blue Yonder MMS leaps forward with a User Interface that 
transforms your green screens into modern, intuitive web 
pages. Improve workflows by enhancing screens with tabs, drop 
downs, auto completes and more without coding HTML. From 
exporting data to Excel to creating .pdfs and emails, the new Blue 
Yonder MMS UI will increase user productivity and satisfaction. 
This modern, mouse-friendly, functionally-rich UI gives MMS a 
completely new visually-appealing look and feel. It’s customizable, 
requires no special hardware and best of all, it’s affordable.  

Based on more than 25 years of merchandising best practices, 
retailers worldwide rely on Blue Yonder MMS to drive sales, 
margins and cash flow by getting the right products to the right 
place at the right time. Achieving peak performance requires 
a merchandising solution that adapts to evolving consumer 
demands, leverages growth opportunities and helps retailers stay 
connected to core customers. The new Blue Yonder web-enabled 
UI now improves the MMS experience even more giving your 
green screens a modern look with enhanced capabilities instantly 
accessible via desktop and mobile devices with mouse-driven 
navigation.

Web-Enabled Blue Yonder MMS User Interface
Join the growing list of MMS users successfully deploying the new MMS User Interface 

to modernize and make MMS more efficient.

Integrating people, process and IT.

New Features
	 <	Modern look and feel with additional capability for mobile access
	 <	Access Blue Yonder MMS from virtually any device 
	 <	MMS menu options are clickable links and functions are clickable buttons
	 <	Function keys have clickable options to navigate, search and submit records on the Purchase Order Entry screen
	 <	Key fields have auto-fill capability, along with drop-down lists where applicable
	 <	Date widget allows for simple point and click selection supporting global date formats
	 <	Data grids can be dynamically sorted
	 <	Reports and print files can be download as .pdf and sent via email directly from the MMS Web UI

Proven Benefits
	 <	Enhances productivity  <	Improves workflows        <	Increases user satisfaction   
 <	Reduces training   <	Improves decision making <	Optimizes inventory
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Blue Yonder MMS User Interface

Capabilities for Improved User Satisfaction 
& Productivity
Here are just some of the features included with the new Blue Yonder MMS 
user interface:

Intuitive GUI
Transforms green screens into modern, intuitive web pages for increased 
user satisfaction while improving workflow by enhancing screens with tabs, 
drop downs, autocompletes, date pickers and more without coding HTML.

Clickable Menu Options
All menu options and actions can be clicked allowing users to directly 
navigate to any specific functional area and then to the required function. 
Function keys appear as clickable options to navigate, search and submit 
records. 

Auto Fill Fields 
All key fields feature auto-fill capability based on the input provided. Field 
includes drop down lists where applicable which increases the data entry 
speed and productivity.  

Data Entry
A new, simplified date selector eliminates issues that arose in the past 
regarding data entry formatting errors. Screens and business decisions 
requiring multiple selections now include convenient radio buttons and 
checkboxes.

Web Enabled Screens
New web-enabled graphical patterns enhance the user’s capability to 
decipher data and make decisions. Users can connect from mobile device 
browsers and any existing custom screens are automatically converted to 
the latest web-enabled screens.

Visualization Tools
Users can add images to SKUs to help visualize the items and better 
understand what they’re maintaining. Google maps can be embedded to 
visualize where locations exist and better connect to the real-world impact 
of certain actions.

PDF and Email Capabilities
All list screens feature dynamic sorting and data export to increase 
productivity. Users can download reports and print files as PDFs, then 
forward them through e-mail without the need for any third-party tools, 
thereby simplifying the sharing process.

Immediate Access
Users only need a browser to access the web-enabled screens from a 
desktop computer or remotely from a tablet or mobile device. 

Easy Installation

RPE can complete your green screen modernization and mobilization 
installation and training. The RPE team of Blue Yonder MMS functional and 
technical experts will help you gain immediate results from your new Blue 
Yonder MMS user interface.

Improve inventory and sales 
performance with insight from 
across the entire enterprise.

Services, Solutions, Results

RPE is a leading retail consultant 
specializing in merchandising and supply 
chain solutions. In partnership with Blue 
Yonder we recommend and implement  
solutions to help retailers transform how 
you do business.

CONTACT RPE TODAY!

www.rpesolutions.com
info@rpesolutions.com
813-490-7000 Ext. 7353
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